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Finish this sentence

By the end of Primary 
School, I want my 
learners to ….

• skills
• knowledge
• understandings
• attitudes/mindsets

Compare the pair
• Turn and talk to the 

person next to you
• Circle any 

commonalities
• Underline any 

differences
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1 You have one minute to think of strategies, activities 
and/or tools you use that promote success in 
Languages at your school.

2 You have two minutes to jot down as many of your 
ideas as possible

3 You have three minutes to share your favourite/most 
successful tip with your partner and hear theirs. 

So, what are you currently 
doing to foster ‘success in 
PS language learning’?
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Perhaps do 
Activity 3  over 

lunch?
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Our goal at Happy Days Primary School is for students to enjoy learning 
French and be curious and open-minded about other languages and 
cultures. We want them to: 
• feel confident in communicating in French on familiar topics about 

themselves and their world;
• become knowledgeable about how language works, comparing French 

with English and other languages.

We achieve this outcome by providing a varied, coherent curriculum 
based on the Australian Curriculum French (V9.0). Our program is 
carefully sequenced to revisit and build on students’ prior knowledge and 
support their confidence and self-efficacy in using French in a limited 
range of contexts. Cultural links are integrated to promote Francophone 
culture and global, intercultural understanding. 

Suggestion #1: Share your vision
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Student confidence in acquiring another language is developed using 
imitation, modelled language, and careful scaffolding leading to more 
independent and creative use of the language. We teach, reinforce and re-
use a core set of vocabulary and grammatical structures through a range of 
different but interrelated topics. We use as much French as possible in our 
teaching and learning but we strategically make use of students’ full linguistic 
repertoire including English and home languages. We want our student to 
feel proud that they a multilingual. At the primary level, spoken interactive 
skills are prioritised but students’ literacy skills in both English and French are 
developed. Students learn through spoken, written and digital language 
activities, songs, games, dialogues, hands-on activities and special events. 
Students engage with a range of interesting, age-appropriate written texts 
such as picture-story books, poems, recipes and plays. All student learning is 
seen as a success, with high value placed on willingness to participate and 
apply classroom learning.
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Suggestion #2: Plan for mastery 

6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-jMIAj9pK8
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X-jMIAj9pK8


Cognitive load theory and retrieval

“The human brain can only process a small amount of new 
information at once, but it can process very large amounts 
of stored information.”
https://education.nsw.gov.au/about-us/educational-data/cese/publications/literature-
reviews/cognitive-load-theory

“Retrieval practice boosts learning by pulling information 
out of students’ heads, rather than cramming information 
into students’ heads.”
Source: https://www.retrievalpractice.org/why-it-works
See also AERO Publication: Spacing and Retrieval Practice Guide
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Source: Dataworks Educational Research, Hollingsworth & Ybarra (2017)  
Explicit Direct Instruction.

Supporting long term memory 
retention and retrieval
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https://education.nsw.gov.au/about-us/educational-data/cese/publications/literature-reviews/cognitive-load-theory
https://education.nsw.gov.au/about-us/educational-data/cese/publications/literature-reviews/cognitive-load-theory
https://www.retrievalpractice.org/why-it-works
https://www.edresearch.edu.au/resources/spacing-and-retrieval-practice-guide/spacing-and-retrieval-practice-guide-full-publication?utm_term=0_3e77cf9437-db27319b75-476595419
https://www.silvereye.com.au/LDA/author=Silvia+E+Ybarra


Spaced repetition combats 
Ebbinghaus’ forgetting curve

Source: Growthengineering.co.uk
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AITSL 1.2 
Understand how students learn

Source:https://www.edresearch.edu.au/resources/tried-and-tested-spacing-and-retrieval-
practice?utm_source=Australian+Education+Research+Organisation&utm_campaign=db27319b75-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_03_03_09_32_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3e77cf9437-
db27319b75-476595419
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https://www.edresearch.edu.au/resources/tried-and-tested-spacing-and-retrieval-practice?utm_source=Australian+Education+Research+Organisation&utm_campaign=db27319b75-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_03_03_09_32_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3e77cf9437-db27319b75-476595419
https://www.edresearch.edu.au/resources/tried-and-tested-spacing-and-retrieval-practice?utm_source=Australian+Education+Research+Organisation&utm_campaign=db27319b75-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_03_03_09_32_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3e77cf9437-db27319b75-476595419
https://www.edresearch.edu.au/resources/tried-and-tested-spacing-and-retrieval-practice?utm_source=Australian+Education+Research+Organisation&utm_campaign=db27319b75-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_03_03_09_32_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3e77cf9437-db27319b75-476595419
https://www.edresearch.edu.au/resources/tried-and-tested-spacing-and-retrieval-practice?utm_source=Australian+Education+Research+Organisation&utm_campaign=db27319b75-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2021_03_03_09_32_COPY_01&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_3e77cf9437-db27319b75-476595419


High Frequency Functional 
Classroom Language

• accessible able to be used and retained by students
• communicative able to be used by students to communicate 

what they want/need to say
• meaningful able to be understood by learners
• relevant able to be used in the classroom context 
• interactive able to support interaction between learners 
and teachers
• versatile able to be used across a range of contexts
• manageable able to be learnt by beginning language 

learners at school 
Supporting students to be able to use this language spontaneously provides 
them with the confidence that they can learn and speak a language.
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Source: My Languages Journey Passport (Indonesian), Victorian Department of Education 
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Source: My Languages Journey Passport (Indonesian), Victorian Department of Education 
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Suggestion #3: Plan for progress

� Plan across 7 years (i.e. 28 terms) in primary school or 2/3/4 
(8, 12 or 16 terms) compulsory years in secondary school 

� Content and skills of repetitive topics (e.g. major festivals) 
should be cumulative

� Break big topics down
� Identify ‘core’ grammar and vocabulary and find 

opportunities to revisit and consolidate it
� Maximize learning time

Key strategy: The 3Rs – Routines, Revision and Repacking  

14



Routines

• activities that you do 
regularly

• activities that give a 
lesson/a week/a 
program structure

• activities that are 
‘good’ for you
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Why incorporate routines? 

They:
üare efficient, once established 

they save time
üdevelop a momentum of their 

own
üeventually become 

uncontested, part of your 
classroom culture

üare a planning tool
ücan provide regular 

opportunities for learners to 
revisit (and remember) 
previously encountered 
material
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Singing

Essere o non essere 
Sono, sei, é, siamo, siete, sono 
baa-baa, black, sheep, have you, any, wool 

Sono, sei, é, siamo, siete, sono 
yes  sir, yes, sir, three bags, bags, full + 

Questo é il verbo essere 
One for, the, ma, ster and, one, for the slave 

Questo vuol dire ‘to be’ in italiano 
Sono, sei, é, siamo, siete, sono 
baa-baa, black, sheep, have you, any, wool 

Sono, sei, é, siamo, siete, sono 
baa-baa, black, sheep, have you, any, wool 
 
 
 
 
!

!

• Greeting song
• Days of the week song
• Forming a circle song
• Packing up song
• Happy birthday song
• Alphabet song
• Lining up song
• Brain break song (e.g. 

Heads, Shoulders, Knees 
and Toes)

• National anthem chorus
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Date, date (season/weather chart)
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Mandarin Day Chart
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Year 2 Mandarin Writing Mat
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Hiragana writing and vocabulary 
mat

�
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Created by T.Anderson 
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Repackaging 

Create contexts in which students 
revisit material they have learnt 
before. However:
• the topic looks different;
• there is some new material;
• learners get a clear sense that 

they are extending their skills or 
their linguistic repertoire.

WHY? 
To give learners a sense of progress 
and consolidate their current 
knowledge. With limited programs 
‘less is more’.

22
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How? Strategic Planning

• plan across year levels

• identify core language 
(vocabulary and grammar 
features) that your regard as 
central and find ways to re-
use and re-visit this same 
language without being 
repetitive

• sometimes less is more, break 
big topics down

• generate a sense of progress 
(not just linear)

23
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Vocabulary areas Contexts

§ fruit
§ vegetables
§ drinks
§ sweets
§ breakfast/lunch/dinner
§ lunch order
§ specific types of foods: pizza, 

cake, sandwiches
§ junk food/healthy food
§ cultural meals
§ from paddock to plate

§ describing food (at the market)
§ expressing food habits and 

preferences
§ making food - following a 

recipe
§ buying food 

(shop/market/canteen)
§ ordering food (a meal/an item)
§ selling food

Food

24



A food scope and sequence
Prep 1 - It’s fruit break
• fruit vocabulary; l like/I don’t like …, I’m hungry
• What am I book? Describing fruit in terms of colour, size and shape, sweet/sour, 

hard/soft
 
Year 1 - In my lunchbox: sandwiches
• bread/bread roll, butter, common fillings plus lettuce, tomato, meat, cheese and other 

items from The Very Hungry Caterpillar (Lifecycle unit)
• I have, it has; I would like, with, and, lunch
• revise fruits, I like, I’m hungry

Year 2 - From paddock to plate
• common products (milk, butter, cheese, meat, bread, eggs, potatoes, chips, sausages, 

bacon)
• from X we get …, X come + animal
• procedural language for making chips and/or butter (add, shake, chop, peel, fry)
• revision of farm animals, food vocabulary covered in Years 1 and 2 
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A food scope and sequence
Year 3 - I’m thirsty: drinks
• drinks (water, juices, fizzy drinks, smoothie, coffee, tea, hot chocolate), I’m thirsty, 

healthy, unhealthy, At + mealtimes I drink …, hot, cold
• procedural language for making a fruit smoothie
• revision of fruits, expressing likes and dislikes, lunch, vocabulary from previous years 

(e.g. milk) 
 
Year 4 - Let’s cook – vegetable soup
• vegetables, salt, pepper, sausage, bacon bones (German pea soup), vegetables, kilo, 

grams
• procedural language for making soup
• Language required to buy and sell fruit and vegetables at the market
• revise vocabulary to describe colour, shipe and size of vegetables

Year 5 - A German café

Year 6 - Visit to a restaurant 
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Number in Year 7 (7 – 10 Sequence)

Term 1
• counting to 20
• mobile numbers
• age

Term 2
• Time (o’clock, 24 hour clock – if appropriate)
• numbers to 60

Term 3
• purchasing food or drink (numbers to 100 or larger depending on 

the currency)
Term 4

• Advent calendar (ordinal numbers to 31)

27
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Factors to consider when 
planning across year levels

Which texts and activities are most suitable for learners at 
different ages and stages?
Have you got something special at each year level?
Have you distributed any extra workload for you across the 
years?
Have you taken other school activities and your school context 
into consideration?
Have you exposed learners to a range of text-types and 
genres?

29

Revision …

30

gives learners more opportunities to 
consolidate their understanding or 
refine a skill

allows learners to make connections 
between topics

makes sure the learners don’t forget 
what they’ve learnt (Mastery Learning 
- builds their sense of competence)

30



Some revision ideas

Teach the students how revision works and how to revise (analogy 
with learning a sport skill)

Strategically incorporate revision in your planning documents (every 
year, every unit, every lesson)

Compile a revision bank

Task learners with making their own revision materials

Develop and/or use materials/tools with a revision focus

31

Revision Tools

Languages 

Online
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Compile a revision bank

• develop a series of resources (worksheets, games, activities – paper-based 
and digital) that revise previously encountered materials

• encourage/insist students compete these when you’re absent, they’ve 
finished early, as preparation for tests/exams

• have the materials available in the room for learners to use when they 
have the opportunity (early finishers box)

• let parents know the materials exist
•  make a recording of the teaching of tricky grammar points for students to 

access as often as required
• develop and implement a take home book reading scheme

33
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Learners make their own revision 
materials

• Card games, eg. 
Memory, Dominoes, 
Snap, Go fish

• Draw a memory scene
• Make a revision power 

point to use with the 
class

• Board games

34
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Activities with a revision focus

• Cross offs
• Target language crosswords/Word finds
• Board games
• Odd-one-out
• Text sort (Known and new texts, jumbled up)

35
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Cross-offs ITALIAN CROSS-OFF 

!  Days of the week 

!  Months of the year 

!  Colours 

!  Pronouns 

!  Seasons 

!  Greetings/Salutations 

!  School things 

!
Colour all the words according to the legend given above. Some words will 
be left over and they make a secret message. Write it here. 
!

lunedi l’estate azzuro la gomma l’italiano 
 

io giovedi mercoledi tu ciao 
 

salve é il libro buongiorno agosto 
 

marrone luglio la tuta buon 
onomastico 

l’astuccio 

il diario aprile venerdi gennaio giallo 
 

sabato la matita buonasera verde I’inverno 
 

rosso lei ottobre bianco martedi 
 

il riga venerdi loro la 
primavera 

grigio 

maggio giugno lo zaino arancia fantastico 
 

nero arrivederci domenica lui il quaderno 

1. Create a list of revision topics
2. Create a table and populate 

the table with vocabulary 
from the different topics

3. Students colour in the topic 
boxes in different colours 
(e.g. seasons - green, 
pronouns - yellow). This 
becomes the legend.

4. They then read the words in 
the table and colour them in 
according to the legend.

5. Students compare their 
‘quilts’ and identify any 
differences
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!

?   Nome 
Saluti! Luogo di 

residenza 

!

Numero 
di 
telefono 

Numero 
di 
cellulare 

!

! ? 

 

I mesi 
!

Giorni   
della 
settimana 

Come 
stai? 

 

 

 

colore 
 

!

Luogo di 
residenza 

!

 

Etá 
!

Saluti!
!

? 

Come 
stai? 
!

Numero 
di 
cellulare 

!

!

 

I mesi 
!

? 
!

 

Nome 
!

Giorni   
della 
settimana 

!

!
 

colore 

!
Etá!

 

colore 
!

finito 

 

colore 
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Board Game:  revising verbs
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Board game: revising nouns
Tools for Educators.com - Make Printable Board Games http://www.toolsforeducators.com/boardgames/family1.php

1 of 1 24/04/12 9:02 AM
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Tricky - Odd-one-out

http://www.teachingexpertise.com/resource
s/modern-foreign-languges-mfl-activity-
which-is-the-odd-one-out-3057
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http://www.teachingexpertise.com/resources/modern-foreign-languges-mfl-activity-which-is-the-odd-one-out-3057
http://www.teachingexpertise.com/resources/modern-foreign-languges-mfl-activity-which-is-the-odd-one-out-3057
http://www.teachingexpertise.com/resources/modern-foreign-languges-mfl-activity-which-is-the-odd-one-out-3057


My Languages 
Journey 
Passport

Available in: Chinese, French, 
German, Indonesian, Italian, 
Japanese, Spanish

Suggestion #4: 
Demonstrate progress

41

My Languages Journey Passport
A resource for language teachers and as a means of engaging foundation to year 3 
students and their families in language education.

Passports are a free resource for Victorian government schools.
Non-government schools can order the Passports for $1.50 each.

● order copies of My Languages Journey passport (government school)
● order copies of My Languages Journey Passport (non-government school)

For suggestions on how to use the Passports:

● download the My Languages Journey Passport Teacher Guide
● view a recorded MLTAV webinar on using the My Languages Journey Passports

Downloadable PDF versions of the Passports in A4 and A5 sizes are available on request. 
For queries, or to request a downloadable PDF version contact: 
languages.passports@education.vic.gov.au

42
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https://online.mailforce.info/DETOrder.aspx?O=502
https://online.mailforce.info/DETOrder.aspx?O=656
https://www.education.vic.gov.au/Documents/school/teachers/teachingresources/discipline/languages/Languages_Passport_Teacher_Guide.pdf
https://us06web.zoom.us/rec/play/xqhNTzvHeAP2jlsNEqB2cpOE3iGUYeOEMyRCs50K5j_YogON8aN6ww4R3lT8eX-Di0Q3CLkCwfV2KhRq.k1osockgHmxbAl6D?canPlayFromShare=true&from=my_recording&continueMode=true&componentName=rec-play&originRequestUrl=https%3A%2F%2Fus06web.zoom.us%2Frec%2Fshare%2FbdPmWzFyasCgyw0hDGiU0OwN2uDN8V1nMHOlE6bFVdc-o_6eDo0m1aifa6690VGn.Dpj9Xdb3SZVk0cQE


Suggestion #5: Promotion

• of yourself as a multilingual professional with particular skills 
in grammar/language, literacy and intercultural understanding

• of ALL languages
• of your program and your learners

43
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Posters available for 
download from MLTAV 
website 

Filled with ideas that students can 
use to Lead Languages in their 
school! 
This resource was developed by 
MLTAV as part of the ‘Building 
Languages Leaders’ - a project 
funded by the Department of 
Education’s Victorian Challenge and 
Enrichment Series
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So, what were the 5 suggestions to 
foster successful Primary 
Languages Programs?

1. Share your vision

2. Plan for mastery (foster a sense of competence/self-efficacy)

3. Plan for progress (3 Rs)

4. Demonstrate progress (to learners, colleagues and parents)

5. Promotion

52
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Danke schön!

Email me if you’d like a copy of the presentation

Dr Andrea Truckenbrodt

Language and Literacy Education

Faculty of Education

University of Melbourne

andrea.truckenbrodt@unimelb.edu.au
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Juice Bar 
F-2 Units of Work

Available in: 
Chinese, French, German, 
Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, 
Spanish
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https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/Resource/LandingPage?ObjectId=2e1d395f-2603-41e4-917b-bf446c36f812
https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/Resource/LandingPage?ObjectId=8e899524-e34e-4926-9257-5e1863f873ee&SearchScope=All
https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/Resource/LandingPage?ObjectId=15c47c75-42ad-4b0b-819c-feea5ebd1507&SearchScope=All
https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/Resource/LandingPage?ObjectId=f6eddefc-c2cc-4521-a0ae-7cd1ada4dbdd&SearchScope=All
https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/Resource/LandingPage?ObjectId=846a33e3-29d9-4190-bda8-1ee3928fc0b9&SearchScope=All
https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/Resource/LandingPage?ObjectId=ad6836b4-fea2-4432-8edc-c1a68766d39a&SearchScope=All
https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/Resource/LandingPage?ObjectId=761e6257-b7d1-4c91-a8cc-149fb5aa9626&SearchScope=All


Let’s Celebrate 
Yr 8 Units of Work

Available in: 
French, German, Indonesian, 
Italian, Japanese, Spanish
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https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/ResourcePackage/LandingPage?ObjectId=68184b90-b022-4e16-a85f-2d90e1326fc1&SearchScope=All
https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/?792X7W
https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/?2RX724
https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/ResourcePackage/ByPin?pin=4MRPS5
https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/?9FRRPM
https://fuse.education.vic.gov.au/?8SCNS8

